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10 DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

10.1 PROPOSED PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT C154 - 15-35 EAST 
STREET KILMORE  

Author: Sean Greer - Coordinator Strategic Planning  
File No: PL/05/284 
Attachments: 1. Amendment C154 - Documentation       
 

1. Purpose 

1.1 This report recommends that Council request authorisation from the 
Minister for Planning to prepare an Amendment to the Mitchell Planning 
Scheme, generally in accordance with Attachment 1. Subject to 
authorisation, the Amendment will be placed on public exhibition in 
accordance with the legislative requirements.  

2. Background 

2.1 Council has received a request from Ethos Urban, on behalf of Kilmore 
Racing Club, to rezone the land at 15-35 East Street, Kilmore and the south 
adjoining parcel (identified as Reserve 1 on LP114048).  

2.2 The proposed rezoning seeks to rezone the land from the Public Use Zone 
– Schedule 6 (PUZ6 – Local Government) to General Residential Zone – 
Schedule 1 (GRZ1 – Mitchell Residential Areas). It is also proposed to apply 
the Development Plan Overlay - Schedule 10 (DPO10 – Kilmore Strategic 
Development Sites). 

2.3 The Kilmore Racing Club has outlined the subject site is surplus to its 
ongoing operations and requirements. The Club has adequate area for all 
current and future activities within the primary land title encompassing the 
racecourse itself on the eastern side of East Street. 

3. Key Matters 

3.1 The site is currently zoned Public Use Zone 6 (PUZ6 – Local Government). 
The site is privately owned and the current application of the PUZ is 
inconsistent with the “Ministerial Direction – The Form and Content of 
Planning Schemes” which specifies that land within a PUZ must be publicly 
owned.  

3.2 Should the Planning Scheme Amendment process be undertaken, the 
application of the DPO10 onto the site will mean a Development Plan 
application needs to be approved to Council’s satisfaction prior to planning 
approvals being granted for future development. 

3.3 The Kilmore Structure Plan (KSP) includes Action A48 which specifically 
relates to the site: “Rezone land owned by Kilmore Racecourse currently 
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zoned PUZ to support its development as part of the Kilmore Racecourse 
complex” (p.85).  

3.4 Action A48 is supportive of a commercial or other ancillary use (i.e. 
accommodation or conference centre) to support the Kilmore Racecourse 
activities on both sides of East Street.  The site is not large, at just over 2 
hectares in area and has an existing residential interface to the north and 
west. Although the proposed GRZ1 can still facilitate the above land uses, 
it will be subject to further planning approvals through the Development Plan 
and subdivision approval processes. 

Recommendation 
THAT Council: 
1. Seeks Ministerial Authorisation in accordance with Section 8(A) of the Planning 

and Environment Act 1987 for the preparation of Planning Scheme Amendment 
C154, generally in accordance with the draft documentation at Attachment 1 to 
this report.  

2. Subject to Ministerial Authorisation, Council officers prepare and exhibit a 
Planning Scheme Amendment in accordance with the requirements of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987. 
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4. Financial, Resource and Asset Management Implications 

4.1 As this is a proponent-led Planning Scheme Amendment, the applicant will 
bear the costs associated with its processing such as fees and costs 
associated with public exhibition or an Independent Planning Panel, and 
minimise the financial implications for Council. 

5. Consultation 

5.1 The rezoning request was forwarded to the Environment Protection Agency 
for initial comment.  No concern was raised by this agency at the time of 
writing.  

5.2 If Ministerial Authorisation is received for the preparation of a proposed 
Planning Scheme Amendment, public exhibition would be required in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 19 of the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987. 

5.3 Public exhibition will include sending notices to the owners/occupiers for 
surrounding land, advertising within the North Central Review and both 
Council and the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning’s 
website.  Subject to Covid-19 restrictions at the time, hard copies of the 
Amendment will be made available for public inspection during opening 
hours at the Kilmore Library and the Wallan Planning and Building Office.  
Hard copies of the Amendment can also be available upon request should 
people have difficult accessing the information online.   Following 
completion of the exhibition period, a report will be provided to Council 
which outlines the exhibition process and any submissions received. 

6. Sustainability Implications (Social and Environmental) 

6.1 The proposed Planning Scheme Amendment would enable future 
residential infill development within the established residential area. It will 
provide land for housing in an area with existing services and good access 
to the Kilmore Town Centre and the open space network. 

6.2 The protection of existing vegetation on the subject site is a matter that will 
need to be considered by any future Development Plan application, subject 
to the rezoning of the subject site.  

7. Policy and Legislative Implications 

7.1 The proposed rezoning is consistent with the relevant directions of Plan 
Melbourne 2017-2050 and the Hume Regional Growth Plan, which are 
State Government policies that identify Kilmore as a peri-urban town that 
can accommodate significant population growth.   

7.2 The implications of how this proposed Amendment has considered the 
directions within the Kilmore Structure Plan are considered in the 
Discussion section below. The intended outcome of the proposal is that the 
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subject site be considered within Precinct 1A – Established Areas to reflect 
similar land use and development patterns on the western side of East 
Street, as opposed to the current designation of being linked with the 
racecourse activities. 

8. Alignment to Council Plan 

8.1 Proposed Planning Scheme Amendment C154 is consistent with the 
relevant objectives of the Council Plan 2017-2021, including the following: 

Strategic Objective:  Responsible Planning 

To demand best practice 
outcomes when planning for future 
growth. 

Relevant Key Strategies: Plan for growth and change 
through best practice design of 
services, infrastructure, open 
space and recreation facilities.  

Plan for a diversity of housing and 
households 

9. Conflict of Interest 

9.1 No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or 
indirect interest in this matter. 

10. Risk Implications 

Risk Risk 
Ranking Proposed Treatments Within Existing 

Resources? 
Perception of proper 
process not being adhered 
to.  

Low 
 

The rezoning is intended to 
be processed through the 
conventional Planning 
Scheme Amendment 
process to ensure 
transparency and 
procedural fairness. 

Yes 
 

Community expectations 
not managed or obtained. 

Low The proposed rezoning will 
entail a formal exhibition 
period and notices will be 
distributed to ensure there 
is an opportunity for wide 
community engagement. 
Any matters that cannot be 
resolved will likely proceed 
to an Independent Planning 

Yes 
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Risk Risk 
Ranking Proposed Treatments Within Existing 

Resources? 
Panel hearing for 
consideration. 

The nature of unknown 
submissions from other 
agencies/stakeholders that 
may alter Council’s 
position on a specific 
matter. 
 

Low Attempt to resolve as many 
issues prior to an 
Independent Planning 
Panel hearing. 

Yes – there may 
be a need to 
engage 
specialists 
depending on the 
nature of issues 
raised. 

 

11. Discussion 

Subject site 

11.1 The subject site comprises three (3) lots formally referred to as Lot 1 on 
TP002368D, Lot 1 on TP002403E and Reserve 1 on LP114048. The titles 
do not include any restrictive covenants and the title plans do not include 
any easements. 

11.2 Each of the lots are privately owned by the Kilmore Racing Club. The 
southern lot (currently referred to as Reserve 1 on LP114048) and has had 
the following ownership history based on documents provided to Council:  

• 1975 (specific date unknown) – property is subdivided and in private 
ownership not associated with the Kilmore Racing Club. 

• 23 September 1983 – the property is transferred from the private 
owners to the former Kilmore Shire Council and a new title was 
issued.   

• 3 October 1984 – Kilmore Shire Council transferred the property to 
the Kilmore Racecourse and Recreation Reserve Trustees.  

• 2 December 2004 – Kilmore Racecourse and Recreation Reserve 
Trustees transferred to Kilmore Racing Incorporated.  

• 2018 (specific date unknown) – Kilmore Racing Incorporated joined 
with Kilmore Harness Racing Club Inc and Kilmore Turf Club Inc to 
form the Kilmore Racing Club. 

11.3 The site is approximately 560 metres east of the Sydney Street retail 
precinct. It has direct interfaces to residentially zoned land to the north, 
south and west. The Kilmore Racecourse is located opposite the site on the 
eastern side of East Street. The Kilmore Equine Clinic also directly abuts 
the site to the west and is located at 16 George Street. 

11.4 The site is triangular in shape, with direct interface to both East Street and 
Gipps Street (eastern and northern boundaries respectively). It is 
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approximately 21,500m² in size and is relatively flat with a slight fall to the 
north. 

11.5 The land has historically been vacant and is not used of for any prevailing 
purpose. There is no footpath or kerb constructed to the southern side of 
Gipps Street and there is an open drain constructed within the road reserve 
along the northern boundary of the site. 

11.6 There are trees located adjacent to the site’s eastern boundary. The trees 
include a group of six (6) small, low value trees and two (2) mature higher 
value trees. The site does not include any other significant vegetation. There 
are two (2) existing informal gravel crossovers to Gipps Street and one (1) 
to East Street. 

11.7 The site is not affected by any overlays. The land is not identified as being 
an area of cultural heritage sensitivity or within a designated bushfire prone 
area. 

 

 

Figure 1 – Subject site location 

Surrounding area 

11.8 The surrounding area is primarily zoned General Residential Zone – 
Schedule 1 (GRZ1 – Mitchell Residential Areas). The surrounding 
residential uses reflect the purpose of the GRZ1. A limited number of lots 
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adjacent to the subject site also include ancillary facilities associated with 
the keeping of horses and the Kilmore Equine Clinic. This cluster of 
properties directly relates to the immediate proximity of the Kilmore 
Racecourse. 

11.9 The existing zones applied to the land north of the Kilmore Racecourse 
include the Farming Zone, Low Density Residential Zone and Rural Living 
Zone. These zones are better suited to accommodate the equine associated 
activities given they are more likely to provide land of larger size than the 
subject site. 

Kilmore Structure Plan 

11.10 As mentioned earlier in the report, the KSP envisaged a commercial 
or ancillary use to the Kilmore Racecourse occurring on this site to support 
the equine precinct and activate both sides of East Street.  A potential 
rezoning to Special Use Zone (SUZ – Schedule 3 Kilmore Racetrack) was 
envisaged at the time of preparing the KSP which was supported by the 
Kilmore Racing Club.  

11.11 Since the KSP was implemented in 2016, the Kilmore Racing Club 
have considered their future operations and have deemed that the 
separation of the land west of East Street makes it unsuitable for the Club’s 
future needs.  The Club’s operations are to be based entirely on the east 
side and all future developments/improvements of facilities will be focused 
on the core facility.  The nature of events hosted at the venue has also 
changed overtime with race events able to be tracked online and while the 
restaurant is popular with visitors on event days, the demand for overnight 
accommodation from visitors is minimal. 

11.12 The subject site is not required to be within the SUZ to achieve the 
intended outcome within the KSP. The GRZ1 can still achieve such 
outcomes with accommodation, convenience shop, food and drink premises 
as well as place of assembly (function centre) all being permissible land 
uses in the GRZ, subject to a planning permit. There are no safeguards that 
can be put in place to achieve these land uses as ultimately the viability of 
such operations is market based. 

11.13 Additionally, a number of equine training-based activities associated 
with the racecourse are now largely located to the north of the racecourse. 
Objective LE4 of the KSP seeks “to maintain and strengthen Kilmore’s 
equine industry as an important employment generator” (p.84). Figure 43 of 
the KSP recognises that the growth of the equine precinct will likely be to 
the north. 
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Figure 2 – Excerpt of Figure 43 from Kilmore Stucutre Plan showing growth of Equine 
Precint to the north. 

11.14 The private ownership of the site, its scale and location closely reflect 
the characteristics of Strategic Infill Development Sites within Precinct 1 
identified by the KSP (p. 36-37). Sites similar to the subject site will play an 
important role in the delivery of diverse future housing outcomes in Kilmore 
given the close proximity to existing services and facilities. 

11.15 In this context the site is deemed surplus to the requirements by the 
Kilmore Racing Club and a commercial use or other use ancillary to the 
Racecourse activities is unlikely to be pursued by the Kilmore Racing Club. 
Therefore, should such uses not be pursued, then the GRZ becomes the 
most appropriate zone given the immediate residential interfaces and the 
site’s location.    

Application of the Development Plan Overlay 

11.16 The application of DPO10 to Strategic Infill Development Sites is 
supported by the KSP.  The DPO10 is a planning tool capable of facilitating 
the orderly future development of the site in a manner that reflects the 
referred character set out for Precinct 1A in the KSP (p.108-110). 

11.17 The DPO10 will require the preparation of a Development Plan, to 
Council’s satisfaction, for the site including written and plan-based 
responses to the Design and Development Objectives contained within 
Section 4.5.2 of the KSP (p.120).  Additional application requirements 
include (but are not limited to) responding to site features such as existing 
vegetation, interface with surrounding uses and a local street level concept 
plan.  The DPO10 requirements will influence the design of built form 
outcomes on the site and inform the assessment of future planning 
approvals. 
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Kilmore Neighbourhood Safe Place 

11.18 In 2016, the designation of the Kilmore Neighbourhood Safe Place 
(NSP) was agreed on by Council and the Kilmore Racing Club. A formal 
Deed of Consent was signed for the purpose of an NSP on non-Council 
owned land. 

11.19 The deed sets out that the NSP is defined as the following land: 

• Certificate of Title Vol 1989 Fol 650, at Crown Allotment 13M1 Parish of 
Glenburnie,  

• Specifically, the premises of the J Kelly Pavilion (betting area) and 
carpark on the Land, as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 – Excerpt from Deed of Consent for Non Council-Owned Land – Kilmore Racecourse 
and Rescreation Reaserve J Kelly Pavilion and Carpark. 

11.20 The proposed rezoning of the subject site will not impact on the 
operation of the NSP at the Kilmore Racecourse. 

Kilmore Infrastructure Framework and Contributions 

11.21 The Kilmore Infrastructure Framework (KIF) is a reference document 
to the Mitchell Planning Scheme that provides a strategic basis for seeking 
contributions for planned infrastructure within Kilmore. 
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11.22 This enables the opportunity for collection of contributions and / or works 
in-kind for delivery of developer funded infrastructure. Prior to any future 
development commencing, an agreement in accordance with section 173 of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 will be entered into between Council and the 
developer. This will relate to (but may not be exclusive to) the delivery or 
apportionment of contributions toward the following infrastructure projects identified 
in the KIF (Section 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7): 

Project number Project description Delivery 
responsibility 

Category 

CF03c Kilmore Library 
Upgrade (infill) 

Council  Community  

CF06b Indoor 
Multipurpose 
Facility  

Council/ 
Developers 

Community 

OS01a Clancy Reserve 
Upgrade 

Council  Active Rec and 
Open Space 

OS02c Kilmore Leisure 
Centre Expansion 

Council  Active Rec and 
Open Space 

SH02b Construction of 
missing path links 
within existing 
Kilmore Creek 
corridor (P1) (Infill) 

Council Active Rec and 
Open Space 

SH03b Construction of 
missing path links 
within other open 
space (P1) (Infill) 

Council  Active Rec and 
Open Space 

SH04b Construction of 
missing path links 
within existing 
road reserves (P1) 
(Infill) 

Council  Active Rec and 
Open Space 

DRO1 Drainage 
associated with 
Precinct 1A 

Council Utilities and 
Drainage 
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10.2 KILMORE CREEK PRECINCT LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN 
Author: Sean Greer - Coordinator Strategic Planning  
File No: PL/13/082 
Attachments: 1. Final Kilmore Creek Landscape Master Plan - Under Separate 

Cover   
2. Kilmore Creek Landscape Master Plan - Consultation 

Summary Report       
 

1. Purpose 

1.1 This report seeks the endorsement of the Kilmore Creek Precinct 
Landscape Master Plan (Master Plan).  The Master Plan highlights the 
importance of the Kilmore Creek precinct for the town and provides a vision 
to guide future landscape improvements and land management practices to 
improve the Creek’s natural environment and activation. 

2. Background 

2.1 The draft Master Plan was placed on exhibition from 6 September until 7 
October 2019.  Where appropriate, the feedback has been used to inform 
the finalisation of the Master Plan. 

2.2 At its Ordinary Council Meeting on 17 February 2020, Council resolved to 
defer the consideration of the final Master Plan to enable further 
consultation with community groups, specifically the Taungurung Land and 
Waters Council (TLaWC) and the Kilmore Miniature Railway Group. 

3. Key Matters 

3.1 The Master Plan identifies three (3) priority projects for implementation 
which were voted on during exhibition. The three (3) priority projects are 
Kilmore Town Centre Creek Revegetation (between Bourke and Clarke 
Streets), Kilmore Creek Trail (Rutledge Street to Tootle Street) and White 
Street Upgrade and Forecourt (in front of the Kilmore Leisure Centre).   

3.2 The inclusion of any extension to the Kilmore Miniature Railway line has 
raised concerns to the TLaWC.  Following discussions and the TLaWC 
entering into a Land Use and Activities Agreement (discussed in more detail 
later in this report), it is clear that a mutually acceptable outcome for the 
TLaWC and the Kilmore Miniature Railway Group is not possible.  
Consequently, the Master Plan shows no extension of the Kilmore Miniature 
Railway line but includes support for refurbishment/upgrade of the existing 
facilities. 

3.3 Endorsing a final Master Plan is important to establish a vision for the Creek 
corridor and to inform future funding opportunities to deliver the projects 
identified.  While it is not possible or feasible to resolve all matters raised in 
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submissions at the concept stage, most submissions are supportive of the 
vision and key principles within the Master Plan. 

3.4 The project funding Council received from the then Department of Economic 
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources (DEDJTR) requires this 
project to be completed by the end of April 2021.    

Recommendation 
THAT Council: 
1. Adopt the Kilmore Creek Landscape Master Plan (circulated separately) 
2. Prepares an implementation strategy for the Master Plan to inform future Council 

budgets and external funding opportunities.  
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4. Financial, Resource and Asset Management Implications 

4.1 Council obtained grant funding of $50,000 from the then Department of 
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources (DEDJTR) to 
prepare a landscape master plan for the Kilmore Creek precinct.  The 
Master Plan project has been completed via this grant funding. 

4.2 The implementation strategy will inform future Council budgets and possible 
external funding opportunities to deliver key projects within the plan area.   

5. Consultation 

5.1 A Consultation Report has been prepared for this project, outlining the steps 
undertaken to inform the Landscape Master Plan and providing a detailed 
overview of the submissions and comments received. The consultation 
report is at Attachment 1. 

5.2 The draft Master Plan was placed on exhibition from 6 September 2019 until 
7 October 2019. Exhibition comprised: 

• Direct notification of relevant referral agencies, community groups (20) 
and affected landowners (30). 

• An article in the North Central Review (3 September 2019). 
• A project website was formed on Engaging Mitchell, recording 232 site 

visits and 181 document downloads during the exhibition period. 7 
online surveys were completed.  

• Hard copies of the documentation were made available at the Wallan 
Planning and Building Office and the Kilmore Library. 

• Information sheet. 
• A joint drop-in session with the Hudson Park Master Plan project was 

held on 19 September 2019 at the Kilmore Library. Approximately 45 
people attended the session. 

5.3 A total of fifteen (15) submissions and seven (7) online surveys were 
received. Nine (9) of the submissions and all seven (7) online surveys are 
supportive of the plan, the other six (6) submissions sought changes or were 
unsupportive. The following key themes emerged from the submissions: 

• Trail – Better access to and along the Creek has been the main theme 
during consultation. Most people are supportive of the principle; 
however, people have different opinions on width of the trail and the 
preferred materials.  

• Weed eradication and rubbish removal – Many respondents have 
identified that the Creek needs “a clean-up”. Litter and rubbish from 
residents, but also non-native weeds or trees overgrowing the Creek 
should be removed to improve the “quality” of the Creek. 

• More trees should be planted and they should be native – there was a 
lot of support for further tree planting in the Creek Corridor, to provide 
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shade on hot summer days and improve the natural qualities of the 
Creek. 

6. Sustainability Implications (Social and Environmental) 

6.1 The Landscape Master Plan proposes to enhance the Kilmore Creek 
precinct and improve the social and environmental impacts of this open 
space corridor. When delivered, it will provide an improved natural 
environment and more opportunities for residents and visitors to use and 
enjoy the area.  

7. Policy and Legislative Implications 

7.1 The TLaWC entered into a Land Use and Activity Agreement (LUAA) in 
August 2020 (executed in October 2020) which forms part of the 
Recognition and Settlement Agreement under the Traditional Owner 
Settlement Act 2010. 

7.2 The LUAA applies to all public land (including Crown Land) and future 
activities/works as shown in the Master Plan will require consultation and 
agreement from TLaWC prior to commencement.  Given a large extent of 
the Kilmore Creek corridor remains within private land, the LUAA will have 
influence on Council’s ability to deliver future projects. 

8. Alignment to Council Plan 

8.1 The proposed Master Plan is generally consistent with the strategic 
objective of responsible planning and the following key strategies within the 
Council Plan 2017-2021: 

Strategic Objective: To demand best practice outcomes when planning for 
future growth. 

Key Strategies: 3.1 – Plan for growth and change through best practice 
design of services, infrastructure, open space and recreation facilities. 

3.3: Prioritise environmental and sustainability outcomes in planning 
decisions. 

3.9: Improve the accessibility and connectivity of pedestrian and cycle paths 
within and between our towns. 

3.10: Protect and enhance local ambience, amenity and character. 

9. Conflict of Interest 

9.1 No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or 
indirect interest in this matter. 
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10. Risk Implications 

Risk Risk 
Ranking 

Proposed Treatments Within Existing 
Resources? 

Environment – Minor 
environmental damage 
restricted to immediate 
area. 

Medium  Where it’s proposed to 
use best practice 
methods, there is a risk 
remaining that works in 
and around the creek will 
cause minor 
environmental damage 
during construction. 

Yes. 

Financial – effect on 
operating budget. 
Likely to impact on 
budget or funded 
activities. 
 

Medium  
 

The Master Plan is 
ambitious, and the actions 
proposed would need to 
be delivered over time 
given current operating 
budget. 

No. 
 

Concerns from 
submitters that their 
requests have not been 
incorporated into the 
final Master Plan.  

Low. The Master Plan process 
has been prepared in an 
open and transparent 
manner with the proposed 
outcomes communicated 
with submitters. 

Yes. 

11. Discussion 

Taungurung Land and Waters Council (TLaWC) and the Kilmore Miniature 
Railway Extension 

11.1 The TLaWC have stated that the area should be protected from any 
development that would result in significant ground disturbance, such as the 
extension of the miniature railway line. The Kilmore Creek corridor and 
Hudson Park are identified as having areas of extreme sensitivity for cultural 
heritage. The miniature railway proposal has been removed from the Master 
Plan based on the concerns raised by the TLaWC and concerns that the 
miniature railway extension may detract from the key principle of having the 
Creek corridor accessible for all. 

11.2 The Miniature Railway is well-established and forms part of the fabric of the 
community.  Through the consultation process of the Master Plan, the 
volunteers of the Kilmore Miniature Railway have provided Council with a 
plan to extend their rail tracks north, into Hudson Park, and south, into Apex 
Park.  The draft Master Plan displayed an extension into Hudson Park which 
attracted some support and interest through the community consultation but 
was not identified as a priority project based on community feedback.  
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11.3  The Master Plan is a guiding document for future improvements and land 
management practices along the Creek corridor.  It is not necessary or 
feasible to resolve all matters at this concept stage when the priority is to 
establish the vision to inform future funding applications and the capital 
works program.  Opportunities to further explore options when delivering 
specific projects will arise in time which is the appropriate platform to 
communicate with interested parties on detailed matters such as location, 
materials and extent. 

11.4 The following notation has been included on page 55 of the master plan 
under the open space system section to reflect the current scenario of any 
future expansion to the Kilmore Miniature Railway: 

“An expansion to the Kilmore Miniature Railway is not possible at the time 
of finalising this plan.  However, opportunities could arise in time to explore 
options with the TLaWC that will not detrimentally impact on cultural 
heritage and environmental values”. 

Priority Projects 

11.5 The exhibition of the Master Plan sought feedback in relation to key projects 
and future works that could be undertaken to improve the creek corridor in 
the short to medium term. Additional actions are also included in the Master 
Plan which will be implemented over the time. The three (3) priority projects 
informed by the exhibition process are: 
A. Town Centre Creek Revegetation 

• The Master Plan identifies weeds (Willow trees) to be removed in the 
Creek corridor and identified opportunities for revegetation between 
Clarke Street and Bourke Street. This section has been chosen as it 
can provide a boost to the existing Town Centre.  

• A cost estimate of $300,000 has been prepared, allowing for the 
removal of weeds, replanting of full-grown trees and undergrowth 
and maintenance for the first two years to ensure survival.  The 
Master Plan supports undertaking these works in a partnership 
approach with the Goulburn Broken Catchment Management 
Authority, community groups and any other interested stakeholders. 

B. Creek Trail 

• Constructing a creek trail between Rutledge Street (the start of Sam 
de Gabriele Reserve) and Tootle Street. The project consists of a 3.0 
metre wide concrete trail, 1,200 metres in length, two bridges and 
two boardwalks, road crossing treatments, wayfinding and 
interpretive signage, park furniture and lighting.  

• This area was chosen as it would address the lack of connectivity 
along the Creek south of Lumsden Street and would connect to new 
residential areas in the south of Kilmore, including Natures Run and 
The Elms Estate.  

C. White Street Upgrade & Forecourt 
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• A re-design for the car park north of the Kilmore Leisure Centre has 
been prepared to address functional issues. The design aims to 
create more amenity and allow for more space for the creek trail by 
widening existing narrow sections. The project can be linked to the 
realignment of the miniature railway, a cultural heritage interpretation 
place in cooperation with the TLaWC and the introduction of a 
wetland to implement best practice Integrated Water Management 
principles, while also having the ability to deliver this project in 
isolation. This design is estimated to cost approximately $1,500,000. 
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10.3 OLD GOULBURN RIVER BRIDGE - FUTURE DIRECTION 
Author: Tim Partridge - Manager Engineering and Major Projects  
File No: EN/07/052 
Attachments: 1. Structural Condition Assessment and Costings   

2. Options Assessment and Costings   
3. Options Cost Comparison   
4. Heritage Victoria Statement of Significance       

 

1. Purpose 

1.1 To seek Councils endorsement of a revised strategy for the restoration of 
the heritage listed Old Goulburn River Bridge in Seymour 

2. Background 

2.1 In June 2018 Council allocated $56,000 in its 2018-2019 Capital Works 
Program for the preparation of concept designs for the future restoration 
and development of the bridge structure. This concept work could not be 
undertaken until critical stabilisation works were carried out and an 
Engineers assessment of the remaining structure could take place. This 
allocation has now been used to fund the condition assessment and options 
assessment detailed in this report. 

2.2 At its meeting on 20 May 2019, Council considered a report outlining 
ongoing efforts to stabilise the Old Goulburn River timber structure, along 
with a proposed revised strategy for the restoration of the structure with a 
view to making it available for public access once again.  

2.3 At this meeting Council resolved to sequence future works for the 
restoration and development of the structure in the following manner; 

 
a) Complete Stage 1 works to stabilise the timber structure. 

 
b) Engage with the local community for the review of the bridge 

rehabilitation plan…. and the original refurbishment plan…. and 
revised refurbishment plan. 

 
c) In partnership with the community, review, update and finalise 

detailed design plans and costings for the rehabilitation and 
refurbishment of the bridge utilising the funding committed in the 
2018-2019 Capital Works program. 

 
d) Obtain a new permit from Heritage Victoria for the proposed works. 

 
e) Continue to seek external grant funding for the rehabilitation and 

refurbishment works. 
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f) Stage 2 works – Structural rehabilitation of damaged and 

deteriorated timber elements (timing TBC subject to funding) 
 

g) Stage 3 works – Re-use i.e. installation of new pedestrian structure 
and ancillary works (timing TBC subject to funding) 

2.4 As per resolution 2.3 a) above, Stage 1 works for the stabilisation of the 
remaining timber structure were completed in late 2019. 

2.5 In June 2020 Council allocated a further $100,000 in its 2020-2021 Capital 
Works Program for the preparation of detailed designs for the future 
restoration and development of the bridge structure. This allocation is now 
proposed to be used to progress the preferred restoration option (Option A) 
recommended by this report. 

2.6 This report also responds to the Notice of Motion passed by Council on 21 
September 2020 requesting that officers prepare a report detailing the 
current condition of the bridge structure and engage with local 
representatives around design options for the redevelopment of the 
structure. 

2.7 Officer reports considered by Council dated 17 December 2018 and 20 May 
2019 provide additional background history on this matter. 

3. Key Matters 

3.1 Mitchell Shire Council has a legislated obligation to maintain the Old 
Goulburn River Bridge to the extent that its conservation is not threatened 
and to ensure that the structure does not fall into a state of disrepair. 

3.2 A structural condition assessment (Attachment 1) performed by a structural 
Engineer was undertaken in May 2020 on the heritage listed structure. 

3.3 This report identified a substantial amount of the remaining structure has 
been given a condition assessment rating of poor to very poor. Numerous 
elements would require replacement while others require some degree of 
rehabilitation if the structure was to be brought back into service, with much 
of the work needing to be undertaken from the river by barge adding 
significant costs. 

3.4 In addition to the bridge condition assessment, four (4) primary bridge 
redevelopment options have been explored, each of these options providing 
very different outcomes for the future enjoyment of the bridge. A fifth option 
is primarily aimed at maintaining the status quo. i.e. it does not involve any 
restoration or reuse of the structure. 

3.5 The extent to which the existing timber piers need to be structurally restored 
will depend on the option that is chosen by Council. The restoration works 
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will also assist Council in meeting its statutory obligations under the 
Heritage Act to maintain and preserve the heritage listed structure. 

3.6 In accordance with the Council resolution 2.3 b) and c) above, over the past 
8 months officers have worked with local community members exploring a 
number of options prior to proposing the recommendations in this report. 

3.7 The key themes established from these discussions were that a full 
restoration of the bridge was preferred as was a desire to ensure access 
was re-stablished to ensure pedestrian travel from one side of the riverbank 
to the other.  No vehicular traffic was intended or desired for the bridge by 
any parties.   

3.8 In consideration of the community views and the estimated costs, Option A 
is considered to be the most appropriate option for Council to pursue for the 
future refurbishment and re-development of the Old Goulburn River Bridge. 

3.9 Attachment 2 contains an Engineers appraisal of Options A, B & C, while 
options B.1, C.1, D & E have been developed by officers using data and 
cost estimates contained in the attached Engineers report. 

Recommendation 
THAT Council:  
1. Adopts Option A as the preferred strategy for the restoration and re-development 

of the Old Goulburn River Bridge for future public access; 
2. Finalise detailed designs for Option A; 
3. Apply to Heritage Victoria for a Heritage Conservation Permit to undertake works; 
4. Receive a future report once detailed designs are completed outlining the costs 

associated with the Option A refurbishment and redevelopment strategy 
(including Whole of Life asset costs) and outlining a funding strategy for the future 
realisation of the works. 
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4. Financial, Resource and Asset Management Implications 

4.1 Costs to achieve the objectives of the Option A restoration and development 
strategy are detailed in Attachment 3. These costs are estimated to be 
$4.3M. 

4.2 Upon completion of the detailed designs for Option A, it is recommended 
that Council initiate a strategy to secure external funds from the State and 
Federal Governments to fund this project. 

4.3 The ‘Friends of the Bridge’ group, a local community group dedicated to the 
future restoration of the heritage listed bridge, have some funds collected 
donations through for the restoration of the bridge. The group have indicated 
that these funds are only available for a restoration strategy that involves 
bring the bridge back into service for use by the public. These funds may be 
used for the bridge construction phase of Option A and could be used 
effectively to secure external funds from other levels of Government 
however discussions around accessing these funds have not been held at 
the time of this report. 

4.4 Prior to making a future commitment towards the rehabilitation and 
refurbishment of this timber heritage structure (Stage 2 and 3 works), it is 
the officer’s recommendation that a detailed Whole of Life cost analysis be 
undertaken and that a detailed business case be prepared to assess the 
merits of a full refurbishment of the bridge including its role in the wider off-
road trail network. 

5. Consultation 

5.1 In the preparation of this report, officers met with members of the ‘Friends 
of Bridge’ group on two occasions to discuss their vision for the future of the 
bridge and to help with the development of the options outlined in this report.  

5.2 The members of this group indicated their support for Option A, however 
they noted that their desired outcome for the future of the bridge is to see a 
full restoration of the bridge back to its original specification. i.e. Option D. 

6. Sustainability Implications (Social and Environmental) 

6.1 No sustainability implications associated with the contents of this report. 

7. Policy and Legislative Implications 

7.1 The Heritage Act 2017 places obligations on all owners of a State-significant 
property / place (including local councils) to maintain it to the extent that its 
conservation is not threatened, and to ensure that is does not fall into a state 
of disrepair.  Recent legislation changes now mean the State Government 
has stronger powers to enforce repairs if it is deemed that future 
preservation is under threat.   
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7.2 Council, as owner of the Heritage Structure has obligations under the 
Heritage Act 2017; 

o Sect. 152, The owner of a registered place or registered object must 
not allow that place or object to fall into disrepair. 

o Sect. 153, The owner of a registered place or registered object must 
not fail to maintain that place or object to the extent that its 
conservation is threatened. 

7.3 Council also has obligations under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 
which include a role in the identification, protection and management of 
heritage places. Council should be setting an example for heritage sites 
under its management / ownership as a benchmark for heritage properties 
/ places in private ownership. 

7.4 The Statement of Significance for the Old Goulburn River Bridge is shown 
in Attachment 4 of this report. 

7.5 Options A & D are the only options that are likely to ensure full compliance 
with Council’s legislated obligations under the Heritage Act 2017. 

8. Alignment to Council Plan 

8.1 This report and its subject matter has high alignment with the following 
Council Plan strategic objectives; 

o 3.4: Review heritage values and support the community in protecting 
and enhancing local natural and built heritage. 

o 3.10: Protect and enhance local ambience, amenity and character. 

o 5.5: Support the development and enhancement of local tourist 
attractions. 

9. Conflict of Interest 

9.1 No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or 
indirect interest in this matter. 

10. Risk Implications 

10.1 The structural restoration of the Old Goulburn River is a complex project 
with the potential for many risks. While the purpose of this report is to 
establish a definitive way forward for Council to pursue the restoration and 
future re-use of this structure and in itself does not contain any significant 
risks, it is important for Council to be aware of the types of risks that will 
need to be managed as part of any project to undertake physical works on 
this heritage listed structure. These risks are broadly outlined below. 
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Risk Risk 
Ranking Proposed Treatments 

Within 
Existing 

Resources? 
Heritage Compliance 
Ongoing compliance 
with legislated 
obligations 
 

High 
 

• Prepare a Conservation 
Management Plan for the 
structure and any proposed 
restoration works. 

 
 

No. 
Requires 
funding 
allocation 
 

• Prepare detailed designs in 
consultation with Heritage Victoria 
 

Yes. Using 
existing 
budget 
allocation 

• Obtain a Heritage Conservation 
Permit 
 

No. 
Requires 
funding 
allocation 
 

Financial 
Cost escalations due 
to unforeseen 
construction issues 
associated with the 
condition of the 
remaining structure 
 

High • Obtain a third-party assessment 
of the detailed design and 
technical specification from a 
reputable industry expert who has 
experience with historic timber 
structures 

Yes. Using 
existing 
budget 
allocation 

Financial 
Despite grant seeking 
strategy to fund 
restoration works, a 
future Council 
allocation of funds may 
be required to secure 
external funds, 
therefore a future 
Council contribution 
towards restoration 
works cannot be ruled 
out. 
 

Med • Allocate funding in long-term 
capital works program. 

No. 

Reputational 
Community 
dissatisfaction with 
proposed restoration 
strategy  
 

Low • Proposed strategy is consistent 
with previous restoration strategy. 
Community already have a 
general understanding of 
Councils desired outcome for the 
bridge 

Yes 

Reputational  • Communicate Councils decision 
to adopt new strategy. 

Yes 
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Risk Risk 
Ranking Proposed Treatments 

Within 
Existing 

Resources? 
Community 
dissatisfaction with 
lack of project 
progress 
 
 
Environmental 
Challenging and 
environmentally 
sensitive site 
constraints 
 
 

• Inform community of grant fund 
seeking activities. 

• Prepare a site environmental 
management plan as part of 
construction phase. 

 
 
 
 
Part of 
future 
construction 
phase 
funding 

 

11. Discussion 

Structural Condition Assessment 

11.1 In May 2020 GMR Engineering Services undertook a structural assessment 
– ‘Structural Assessment of Seymour Heritage Bridge over Goulburn River’ 
(Attachment 1) of the remaining timber bridge piers. GMR have substantial 
experience in the assessment and rehabilitation timber pier structures and 
have considerable experience with the Old Goulburn River bridge having 
conducted previous conditions on the structure in 2007 and 2015 as well as 
preparing the original refurbishment plan for the structure in 2010 which 
formed part of the original Heritage Conservation Permit. 

11.2 Section 7.4 of the Structural Assessment report outlines the minimum repair 
work required for the long-term stabilisation of the remaining existing bridge 
structure and to satisfy the prerequisites for future reuse as a pedestrian 
structure. 

11.3 The report outlines that the remaining structure is in a structurally stable 
state due to the cable stabilising system that has been recently installed but 
is typically deteriorating with its exposure to the river and the weather which 
will continue to weaken the remaining structure with time. 

11.4 The report concludes that the remaining structure in its current condition, 
whilst stable, is unable to support the pedestrian loadings of a new bridge 
structure.    

 

Options Assessment Report 

11.5 In November 2020 GMR Engineering Services prepared the Heritage 
Bridge Over the Goulburn River, at Seymour OPTION ASSESSMENT 
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REPORT (Attachment 2). This report explores the restoration and 
development options for the bridge, as well as an option involving a new 
standalone bridge structure located immediately downstream of the existing 
timber structure. This option was explored to enable a comparative 
assessment to be made between the costs to restore the old structure and 
the costs to install a completely new structure to achieve a crossing of the 
Goulburn River. 

11.6 The options assessment explores the likely costs of these options, Options 
A, B & C, as well as providing an estimate of costs for the restoration of the 
existing remaining timber elements. The extent to which restoration works 
to the existing timber piers varies for each option, but essentially some form 
of restoration works is required before any reuse of the structure can be 
contemplated. 

11.7 The content of the GMR report, including costing were then used and 
adapted to contemplate a small number of variant Options, those being B.1, 
C.1, with the primary difference between these options being the extent to 
which structural restoration works would be carried out on the existing 
timber piers.  

11.8 The structural restoration works to all timber piers and abutments is 
considered to be the minimum package of works required to ensure Council 
continues to comply with its statutory obligations under the Heritage Act 
2017, albeit full compliance with this legislation can only be achieved if the 
bridge is brought back into service. 

11.9 Option D as outlined in this officer’s report has not been included in the GMR 
report. This option involves the complete restoration of the remaining timber 
piers so that they could accommodate the larger loads associated with a 
new bridge superstructure constructed to the original bridge specifications. 
The total costs for Option D were derived using rates and data from the 
GMR report. 

11.10 Option E as outlined in this officer’s report was also not included in the 
GMR report. Option E is a minimalist management option and does not 
involve any structural restoration works to the bridge structure. 

11.11 Option A ($4.3M) comprises;  

a) the full restoration of all remaining timber bridge piers and abutments 
to ensure their long-term viability from a conservation perspective and 
load carrying perspective. 

b) Installation of a new 6m wide, 108m multi-span lightweight bridge 
structure on top of the restored bridge piers and abutment works to 
provide connection on either side of the river. 

c) The new lightweight structure comprises of lightweight bridge trusses 
(3 trusses per span) supporting a timber decking. 
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d) This bridge deck would be located marginally below the 1:100-year 
flood level on the Goulburn River. 

 

11.12 Option B ($3.3M) comprises; 

a) the full restoration of all remaining timber bridge piers to ensure their 
long-term viability from a conservation perspective and load carrying 
perspective. 

b) Installation of a full width replica of the original timber bridge structure 
comprising a 7m wide bridge deck over 3 spans (piers 6-8) and 
abutment works on the Seymour side of the river. 

c) The new structure would function as a viewing platform only and would 
not provide a pedestrian connection to the Northwood side of the river. 

d) This platform deck would be located marginally below the 1:100-year 
flood level on the Goulburn River. 

11.13 Option B.1 ($2.1M) comprises; 

a) As per Option B, however no further structural restoration works would 
be undertaken to piers 1 – 5. The remaining timber piers would be 
managed and maintained to preserve integrity and arrest any further 
deterioration to prevent them from falling into disrepair. The long-term 
viability of the remaining structure from a conservation and structural 
perspective could not be guaranteed. This component would be an 
ongoing operational cost to Council. No increase to structural capacity 
or asset life for remaining timber piers. 

11.14 Option C ($4.9M) comprises; 

a) The construction of a new standalone pedestrian bridge structure 
located immediately downstream of the existing timber structure 
providing a pedestrian crossing over the Goulburn River.  

b) The new bridge would be constructed above the 1:100-year flood 
level. 

c) Ancillary ramps on either side of the river to tie into existing ground 
levels. 

d) May require Land Use Agreement with Traditional Owners due to 
occupation of new footprint on Crown Land. No allowance for this 
outcome has be made in costings. 

e) the full restoration of the entire remaining timber bridge piers (1-8) to 
ensure their long-term viability from a conservation perspective and 
load carrying perspective. 
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11.15 Option C.1 $2.6M comprises; 

a) As per Option C, however no structural restoration works would be 
undertaken to the existing timber piers (1-8). The remaining timber 
piers would be managed and maintained to preserve integrity and 
arrest any further deterioration to prevent them from falling into 
disrepair. The long-term viability of the remaining structure from a 
conservation and structural perspective could not be guaranteed. This 
component would be an ongoing operational cost to Council. No 
increase to structural capacity or asset life for remaining timber piers. 

11.16 Option D ($9.15M) comprises; 

a) the full restoration of the entire remaining timber bridge piers to ensure 
their long-term viability from a conservation perspective and load 
carrying perspective. 

b) Installation of a new 7m wide, 108m multi-span bridge structure on top 
of the restored bridge piers and abutment works to provide connection 
on either side of the river. 

c) The new structure would be designed to replicate the original 
specification of the bridge as it was originally constructed in 1892.  

d) This bridge deck would be located marginally below the 1:100-year 
flood level on the Goulburn River as per its original design. 

11.17 Option E comprises; 

a) No further capital improvement. 

b) The remaining timber piers (piers 1-8) would be managed and 
maintained to preserve integrity and arrest any further deterioration to 
prevent them from falling into disrepair. The long-term viability of the 
remaining structure from a conservation and structural perspective 
could not be guaranteed. This component would be an ongoing 
operational cost to Council. 

c) No increase to structural capacity or asset life. 

11.18 A summary of the estimated costs for Options A - E are shown in Table 
1 below and a more detailed cost summary is shown in Attachment 3. These 
costs include estimates for the respective structural restoration works 
required to achieve each Option. 
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Table 1 – Summary of option costs 

# - includes allowance for structural restorations works. 

 

 

 

 
 

Item Description of works Estimated 
Costs 

Structural 
Restoration 
works 

Stabilisation, repair and structural rehabilitation 
works to timber piers.  

$1.3 - $2.4M 
Depending on 
final option 

Option A 
Pedestrian 
bridge 

Structural restoration of remaining timber piers 
and installation of a new lightweight pedestrian 
superstructure (spans and deck).  

$4.3M# 

Option B & 
B.1 
Viewing 
platform 

Structural restoration of piers 6, 7 & 8 and the 
East abutment and installation of full width 
replica of the original timber structure over 3 
spans.  

$2.1M# - $3.3M# 

Option C & 
C.1 
New 
standalone 
bridge 

New standalone bridge structure located 
adjacent to existing structure 

$2.6M# - $4.9M# 

Option D 
Full 
restoration 

Structural restoration of remaining timber piers 
and installation of a new timber superstructure 
(spans and deck) to the original 1892 design 
and specification.  

$9.15M# 

Option E  
Maintenance 
and 
Preservation 

Maintenance works to preserve integrity and 
arrest any further deterioration to prevent from 
falling into disrepair. No increase to asset life. 

Est. $100k 
annually 
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